
Feedback – 3 big ideas
• Conceptual, not formulas
• Activity-based statistics
• Use pictures (without creating graphics)
• Do simulations/develop intuition first
• I didn’t learn anything in my stat class and I shouldn’t 

teach stats ever!
• Students come to class knowing some basic stats
• Ask hard questions
• Use examples with current data
• Tease out misconceptions with well-designed Qs
• Get students to use statistical language
• Cut probability
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Feedback – 2 strategies
• Applets/simulations
• Include more real data
• More informal inference first
• Get students to invest in the problem
• Learn the magic trick!
• Use pre-test (CAOS – Bob delMas)
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Feedback - clarification
• What textbook?  DeVeaux, Velleman, Bock
• What software? Minitab, JMP, R (with MOSAIC)
• What do students do in the lab? Open-ended data 

explorations
• Homework?  What was I supposed to do?
• Doing things for the fun of it vs. assessment?
• How do I made sure I am not sacrificing too much 

rigor?
• What level of students are these activities for?  All!
• Talk more about flawed designs – Investigative Task
• Why bother with frequentist approach? 27



What do my tests look like?
• See pp.21 – 24
• More concepts

– T/F: An outlier affects the interquartile range.
– T/F: In a simple linear regression model, a slope of 0 

means that x and y are not related at all.
– Sarah calculates the variance of data to be 0.7.  Alec 

calculates the variance of data to be -0.5.  Which 
student is more likely to be correct?  Why?

– Name a variable where the median would be a more 
appropriate measure of center than the mean.  Why do 
you think it would be better?
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What do my tests look like?

• Open-ended data analysis questions, with 
extra questions:
– Which type of error could they have committed, 

type I or type II?
– Name two confounders and state why you think 

they might be confounders
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What do my tests look like?
• MomAndPop News is a daily newspaper company that is considering 

starting a Sunday edition of its paper.  They found data on daily and Sunday 
circulation (in thousands) from 34 newspapers around the country (Source: 
Gale Directory of Publications, 1994).  The correlation coefficient was 
0.958 and the regression equation was

Sunday = 13.84 + 1.34 Daily
a) Interpret the correlation coefficient.
b) Briefly explain what the value 13.84 means. 
c) Briefly explain what the value 1.34 means.
d) Conduct the appropriate hypothesis test at the 5% level of significance to determine 

whether there is a linear relationship between Sunday and Daily circulation.  Make 
sure to state the hypotheses, but you do not need to check the assumptions.

e) If MomAndPop News has a daily circulation of 200 (thousand), what is their 
estimated Sunday circulation?

f) Which interval would be most appropriate for a variance estimate on the value you 
got in the previous part? (circle one)

1. Confidence interval on the slope
2. Confidence interval for the mean value
3. Prediction interval for an individual value
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What do my tests look like?
A Stunning Statistical Breakdown of The Epic Boston Red Sox 
Collapse
“What if I told you that with less than the 35 games to go in the 
season, the Boston Red Sox’s chances of not making the postseason 
stood at a minuscule 0.01%? Because that’s exactly what they were. 
On August 25th, the Red Sox beat the Rangers 6-0. And at that point 
in time, the Red Sox had a 99.99% chance of making the playoffs.”
[The article then goes on to discuss the collapse of the Red Sox]
Note that after the game on August 25 against Texas, the Red Sox 
had 80 wins and 50 losses and had 32 games left in the season.  For 
the sake of simplicity, let’s assume that we know that the Tampa Bay 
Rays are going to finish with a 91 wins and 71 losses record.  Thus, 
the Red Sox need to win at least 11 of their next 32 games in order to 
at least tie with Tampa Bay.  Let’s think back to August 25th…
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What do my tests look like?
• (Non-baseball fans start reading here) Assume that the number of 

wins that the Red Sox would get in their next 32 games follows a 
binomial distribution and that the probability of them winning each 
game (p) is 80/130 = 0.615 (their record up until that point).

a) What was the (exact) chance that the Red Sox would win exactly 
11 games (forcing a tie with the Rays)?

b) What was the (exact) chance that the Red Sox would win at least 
12 of their next 32 games (resulting in advancing to the playoffs)?

c) There are two major errors in assuming that the distribution of 
games that the Red Sox would win follows a binomial 
distribution.  Using statistical language, state what they are and 
explain why they are a problem for the binomial distribution 
assumptions.
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